Indirect and Direct Evidence for 3–D Activation During
Left Atrial Flutter: Anatomy of Epicardial Bridging

Objective
Describe arrhythmia characteristics using ultra-high density (UHD) mapping of macro-re-entrant
left atrial flutter (LAFL) which propagate via (epicardial bridging) EB, and highlight regional
anatomy that poses challenges to ablate.
1. Describe arrhythmia characteristics of LAFL’s that use EB with emphasis on anatomical
correlation
2. Provide indirect/direct evidence for EB via epicardial access in selected pt’s with LAFL
using UHD
Prospective ablation registry from June 2015-March 2020
159 patients total
116 PVI alone
43 patients (47 LAFL’s) underwent UHD mapping and ablation for LAFL
27% with previous cardiac surgery
60% prior LA catheter ablation
Of 43 patients, evidence of EB was observed in 17 patients (18 LAFL) (38%)
6 Biatrial-------BR+CS
2 Roof--------SPB
2 PW---------SPB
8 MAF------5 VoM, 3 CS
9 patients (41%) yielded Direct evidence of EB
4 Anatomic Epicardial Bridge Areas
1. Bachmann's Region—33%
2. Coronary Sinus--17%
3. Vein of Marshall---28%
4. Septopulmonary Bundles—22%
Although ablation gaps may occurs in 2-D, the presence of nontransmural fibrosis or ablation
lesions without complete penetration across the atrial wall creates 3-D gaps in activation tht may be
critical for re-entry. As no patients were was observed to have de novo EB, it is most likely that the
phenomenon of EB is iatrogenic, as conduction through normal tissue is transmurally uniform and
nontransmural ablation creates activation restricted to the epicardial layer. Epicardial connections
with complex myofiber architecture serve as activation bridges during discontinuous endocardial
activation and remain intact with inadequate lesion depth.

Indirect and Direct Evidence for 3–D Activation During Left Atrial Flutter:
Anatomy of Epicardial Bridging (continued)
The Hybrid AF Convergent Procedure address Epicardial Bridges
The 4 Anatomic Epicardial Bridge Areas
1. Bachmann's Region -33%
2. Vein of Marshall - 28%
3. Septopulmonary Bundles - 22%
4. Coronary Sinus - 17%
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